The Best Buddhist Writing 2012
A treasury of the most notable, profound, and thought-provoking Buddhist-inspired writing published in the last year. The Best Buddhist Writing 2012 includes: His Holiness the Dalai Lama on cultivating a universal ethic of kindness Sharon Salzberg on getting your meditation practice started Pema Chödrön on how to smile at fear The Venerable Bhikkhu Bodhi on analyzing global problems through the lens of traditional Buddhist teachings Bruce Rich on the enlightened model of government of the Buddhist monarch King Ashoka Thich Nhat Hanh on fidelity in loving relationships Michael A. Stussert’s determined “and hilarious” “effort to speak” “and tweet” “no evil Norman Fischer on a new and more open understanding of language Barry Boyce’s fascinating survey of the life and teachings of the late Chögyam Trungpa Rinpoche Michael Stone and David Loy on the basic questions raised by the Occupy Wall Street movement Khenchen Thrangu Rinpoche’s explanation of the meditation practice of kusulu, the pinnacle of simplicity and relaxation Nancy Baker on the powerful and useful energy behind anger Diane Ackerman on living with her beloved husband Alzheimer’s disease Yangzom Brauen’s moving account of her grandmother and mother’s escape from Tibet following the Chinese invasion And much more
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I have appreciated the selections in this series of books and I recently purchased 2011 and 2012. These selections are always thoughtful and well written. They range widely in style and content but always make me more aware of the immensely varied persons coming to terms with Buddhist teachings and working to apply them in their lives. These writings make me aware of the "Larger Sangha"...what I think of as all those people drawn to Buddhism whether their practice is brand new, or they are just "thinking about it", or whether they are experienced and enlightened teachers. That many people are on a path of understanding and caring lifts my heart. Anyone similarly interested will find some insight and some joy in these books.

I've read this entire series since they first started in 2004! Inspiring every time and it leads me to new authors whom I then enjoy reading throughout the entire year.

Although I'm not enchanted with all of these, overall it's been a very memorable little volume. One does not need to be a Buddhist, or even know much about Buddhism, to enjoy it.

As a Buddhist in the Shambhala tradition I found it fascinating and quite current. Highly recommended for practitioners and anyone interested in current Buddhist thought.
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